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Package Contents

 1x Calamity Card (new alt art)

 2150LP

 15x Collection Penta Packs (75 total cards)

 8x Faction Penta Packs (one from each faction, 40 total cards)

Vanities

 8 Avatars (Agent Coyle, Skraar, Risen of Avarrach, Hinekri, Dark Wish, Bromich, Patient Zero, Xi Ascended)

 3 Battlefields (Supply Depot, Red Refinery, Cathedral of Flame)

 3 Card Backs (Steel Genesis, Vicious Verore, Dawn's Banner)
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 15x Rift Run Tokens
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I started off reasonably optimistic about this Puzzle Quest like game.

I thought that using twists was a very clever way of mixing up the old formula - give it enough time and you will see the patterns
that make some twists work. The ability gems that spawn on the board are a workable mechanic but not great nor bad.

But there's one mechanic that completely ruined the game for me. "Idle twists" - a move where you don't make any matches.
The penalties for an idle twist are so severe, that you are hurt so bad in taking a turn off to make a huge combo the next turn,
that you'd be better off just making match-3s the whole time, just to avoid the idle twist penalty. This discourages high skill play
that would otherwise count on setting up these combos. Maybe I overreacted slightly - one can still find ways to move around
the board in subtle ways with match-3s and still potentially set up combos.... But I still stand by it limiting gameplay, instead of
fostering higher skill play.

The plot/dialog is super iffy, but no big deal if what you're trying to get out of this game is match-3. The user interface on the
map (outside of battle) is pretty crappy, but just be glad that you don't spend too much time there.

All in all, I can't call Gyromancer bad, and the price point is set correctly. But some poor design decisions leave me scratching
my head wondering why I don't play Puzzle Quest instead.. Lots of fun! Love the low poly graphics and the music is top notch
and atmospheric! Really enjoy exploring all the planets! very chill game!. Take everything that's great about 16-bit RPGs and
distill it into a single product, and you end up with Last Dream, one of my favorite 2D turn-based RPGs of the last few years.

Mixing the spirit of games like Final Fantasy and the Gaia series with a strong attention to detail and world-building, Last
Dream feels like it could have legitimately been released on an SNES in the 90s and no one would have batted an eye. The game
combines standard RPG tropes with a deep skill system, lots of loot and a world full of things to explore for a very fulfilling
experience.

The plot follows a father who discovers a portal while on a vacation with his kids at a beach. Sucked into the world of Terra, he
discovers a plot regarding an entity named "The Dark Lord" who plans to overthrow the world by harnessing everyone's soul.
From there, you start taking on missions to explore the region and find a way to get home with a crew of companions and
working to destroy the Dark Lord once and for all. The plot is bog-standard stuff, but has enough twists going on throughout
that it never feels overly boring.

The world is chockful of side activities and jobs to complete. There's a very robust arena mode with multiple tiers, unique
character boosts and high-level rewards. There's a 50-level dungeon that ties into the backstory of one of the antagonists. There's
a massive racing circuit (that helps you gain an item to craft some of the best armor in the game) and a fully-fledged "monster
hunting" set of missions that is incredibly satisfying and difficult in equal parts. There's an entire casino full of mini-games.
There's even lots of minor activities like puzzles to complete in the various dungeons, treasure hunting and a massive fishing
sidequest(!).

It almost feels like there's too much to do. By the time I completed my playthrough (about 22 hours, rushing through with the
help of a guide), there was still a lot of content I never touched. Players taking their time will easily get 40-50 hours of playtime
out of this, and the massive number of achievements encourages full completion.

Last Dream is interesting in that it rewards player experimentation and "going off the beaten path". When the game begins, you
have a choice of taking one of two paths to retrieve the items necessary to secure the purchase of a boat. Yet, you can go back
and do both courses before you move on with the plot, or try to take on high-level bosses earlier than you're supposed to.

This is the first game I've played in a long time that makes the player feel like there's weight to the actions they make during the
storyline. There are several moments in the story where, depending on whether you have the right specialist/take on a specific
challenge, you gain greater rewards and characters throughout the gameworld acknowledge your feats. This even affects a large
chunk of dialogue and cutscenes during the ending, and I found myself feeling incredibly satisfied when I watched the finale
and saw how characters in the world reacted to my actions and accomplishments (final scene aside, which ends on a vague
sequel hook and doesn't answer what happened to your other party members).
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On the flipside, however, there are many moments that feel... uncharacteristically violent. There's a cutscene that alludes to the
sexual assault of a minor character by one of the villains, there's a town that can be permanently wiped out by a volcano if you
don't have a certain party member, the main plot advocates nuking a populated city and the final boss is dispatched by casually
stabbing him in the heart. It clashes with the focused (but generally light) plot that was set up through most of the game.

There are also parts that can be extremely frustrating for first-time players. I'll warn you now - if you hate button-mashing or
remembering patterns, you are going to loathe Moa racing and the puzzles. I ended up giving up on the latter by the very end,
and barely finished the former (which requires you to mash sequences of buttons for three minutes, in a race that is going to kill
your fingers). On the flipside, there are also ways to exploit the plot or certain characters to get a boatload of amazing gear,
weapons and/or money much earlier in the storyline, so it balances out.

This is also a title that was made with RPGMaker, which can be an automatic turnoff for a lot of people. However, the game
utilizes the program's tilesets incredibly well and never feels phoned-in or lazy.

In the end, Last Dream has me very excited to see what will occur in the upcoming expansion pack and the eventual sequel. This
is one game you should definitely check out - for the amount of content you'll get out of it, this is a no-brainer for any RPG fan..
Simple matching game that runs smoothly and doesn't offer much to stand out from the rest. However, if you're looking for a
simple, casual, and relaxing game of match then this fits the bill perfectly. The price is right, especially if you can find this on
sale. The achievements are simple to get, though the arcade mode portion takes quite a grind to get to. Overall, not a bad indie
game that is worth your while.. Nice game. I enjoyed this more than Forced Showdown and Enter the Gungeon. Not sure why,
but it controls well and I like the mechanic where the enemy that kills you gets your old weapons and becomes a boss enemy.
Give it a try for yourself, it's inexpensive and worth a play.
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Fun but not without a few issues that hold it back.

The great things are the music, funny balls, humor, lots of upgrades that alter the looks of your ship.

The not so great, It's a bit of a grindfest where you will need to pass certain "ship" checks or you wont survive. Also those white
clouds are too bright and hide too much too easily, Field of view is too small so you will be using that small radar a lot.
Compare it with playing GTA and getting the feeling that driving solely by the tiny map is better than actually looking up.

Finally BALLS ARE♥♥♥♥♥♥♥. It is still the game that so many identify with in their childhood. Turn based strategy with
both economic and military management, but not too much of either. You can just enjoy the game in such a simple way.
Personally I hated LOTR2 for becoming more complicated, LOTR1 was always my prefered one of the franchise.

If they made an updated version of this with a smoother interface but didn't touch the actual game play I would hapilly pay
\u00a310 for it instead of the \u00a31.50 I just paid for this.. It's a good game to play with friends. A simple single block take
on tetris to a new deminsion. Make this even more like tetris and then we'll talk.. Have just completed first mission, no glitches,
crashes or problems of any kind. Excellant game. Strangely addicting, especially with friends. mines, bombs, emp's its half
shooter and half racing, though watch your back. This game is absolutely amazing.
First, let me get just a couple negative things out of the way. The design of vehicle was a real miss for me. Would've been so
nice if the vehicle was anywhere as cool as the rest of the game. It is sorely missing a gun nozzle\/tank turret. Without it, it
makes it look as though the front is the back and you're walking in reverse the entire game; very distracting. The legs are big an
awkward looking, ugh, it just looks so dumb! I mean, what is it? A yoyo with watermelon legs, a behind like an ant's abdomen
and a flashlight-eye, WHAT!?
Second, pressing left trigger to jump was very frustrating especially during harder platforming parts of the game. I wish one of
the 4 buttons on the right were an alternate way to jump. There were times I had to reach my right hand across to the left trigger
to press it.

Alright, relieved to get that off my chest. Those things bothered me so much because they ruined an otherwise masterpiece. The
sound and music in this game are life changing. I will carry this music in my heart forever. It's so good. I recommend turning the
sound effects down some cuz they overpower and distract from the music.

The whole watery, industrial, steampunky feel is so my style. If you don't like the first level, this game's not for you. You'll
spend the whole game in that environment. But if you love it, you're in luck. And they double down on the water later. It's
grrrreat.

Storywise, meh, the characters are very charming but there's not much of a plot really.

The game challenges are fair and creative. There's many unique level designs which are very hard but have very generous save
points to balance it out.

9 out of 10 for me.. For ONE person, this game is a masterpiece. It really isn't that bad at all. The only thing you can really
laugh at is the translations, but other than that... puzzles are good, scares are okay, ending was pretty awesome.

It's $7 for roughly 3 hours of gameplay. Try it.
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